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“Seven Star Pub Laws”
We have had some seven star cricket
this summer with the sort of scripts
nobody could write. Every session
was the equivalent of a full length
drama with more twists and turns in
the plot, often drenched in more
emotion than raindrops.

For me the most ironic twist was that
Kevin Pieterson should drop six
catches yet himself be dropped three
times in his match saving innings of
158. It doesn’t bear thinking about

how the script would have unfolded had he been caught on any of
those three occasions.

Turning to more important matters, I cannot believe my team have
drawn Chelsea FC in the Champions League. I sense revenge in the
blue dressing room. At the time of going to print, the first leg is still
some way ahead and although Liverpool have not conceded a league
goal, Chelsea have got maximum points. If current tactical analysis is
anything to go by it should be a boring nil – nil draw.

Turning again this time to even more important matters, I noticed the
Law Society Gazette reporting that the Bar Council had decided not
to go for judicial review on the outstanding review of criminal legal
aid fees. It also reported that the Chairman of the Bar Council had
written to all circuit leaders and heads of chambers regarding his
letter to the Lord Chancellor seeking a deferment of the cuts in
publicly funded graduated fee work, due to take effect on the 3rd
October. I suspect this has been followed up by many team meetings
in most of the chambers who specialise in crime. I suspect this saga
will run for some time. If any of you feel this magazine can help in
any way, please contact me direct.

The caption competition photograph was recently taken in the
Temple. It is not an uncommon sight around the City, but somehow
looks out of place. There is a bottle of Champagne for the most
original banner headline. Whilst on the subject of drink, there is an
article on the new seven star pub laws on page 11.

Please keep sending me your emails on whatever topic takes your
fancy. Email to jrobertmoss@hotmail.com 

Clerksroom Magazine is produced under licence by 
JAR Holdings Limited, No 10 The Technology Centre, 
Ellesmere Port, Cheshire CH65 3EN. 0151 357 3828

See Competition on page 22 and enter to win a bottle of Champagne.

The Competition is to suggest a suitable newspaper banner
headline appropriate to go with the picture.

Bob Moss

Secretarial 
Solutions

a professional typing service

Staff Problems?
Our team of legal secretaries can:

Visit website: www.secretarialsolutions.biz

We undertake to keep any and all information supplied by the client strictly confidential

We do not use information supplied by the client for any purpose other than typing/ transcribing

We restrict all such information to those typists who have signed a Confidentiality Agreement

Digital Dictation Equipment
We can supply and set you up with appropriate digital dictation equipment and the

necessary software to ensure compatibility with our equipment.

reduce staffing costs free up support staff solve recruitment problems

avoid employment issues

Confidentiality
We take this very seriously

Contact Geraldine Eaton the proprietor of Secretarial Solutions
№ 10 The Technology Centre, Ellesmere Port, Cheshire, CH65 3EN

Tel: 0151 355 4433  Fax: 0151 355 9165  Email: info@secretarialsolutions.biz
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“Barrister earns £1m in one year
from legal aid”

You can just picture the “spook” team deciding to
use this information to dilute the Gazette story.
A little side skirmish in the war over graduated fees.
The only phrase missing from the Express piece was
“fat cats”!

I wonder if the Bar Council has a “dirty tricks”
department. If not, why not?!

The lead story on the front page of the Law Society
Gazette on the 15th September includes an
interesting insight into some of the “dirty tricks”
being allegedly employed by the establishment
against the Bar which you might expect to see used
by the BBC 1 drama “Spook” agents.

Apparently an LSC official invited some Liverpool
Criminal Solicitors to “provide intelligence” over
local barristers’ plans to strike over pay. Needless to
say this suggestion infuriated the Solicitors, who
included the senior partner of RM Broudie of
Liverpool. He was apparently outraged at the idea
he should “grass up” fellow lawyers and went on
to suggest “the LSC agenda is against the
legal profession”.

Further tactics employed by LSC include apparently
writing to Solicitors with Higher Advocacy rights
asking them to help out should the Bar go on strike
over the graduated fees dispute. Thankfully some
Solicitors felt this information was better in the
public domain.

And when playing the public opinion game, the
government is never shy of putting information into
the public domain to further its cause, and a past
master when it comes to deciding the right time to
do so. So it should come as no surprise to see the
newspaper headlines also on the 15th September
referring to “a list of the 12 highest legal aid
earners published by the Department of
Constitutional Affairs under the Freedom of
Information Act”. The Daily Express headline – no
doubt carefully chosen even though only for page
13 – read:

“Grass Up” the Bar - Spooky Tactics
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Skype has progressed to now having 54 million users

worldwide but so far fewer than 2 million in the UK.

Much of their accelerated growth has been put down to

the fact that they do no charge for most of the calls,

although some 2 million people use SkypeOut and

SkypeIn depositing €10 or more for the privilege. I will

continue to bang on about the merits of VoIP (Voice

over Internet Protocol) which experts expect will replace

traditional telecoms networks in the coming decade.

Apparently Skype is becoming so well known that its

name is being used as a verb. People talk about

“Skyping” friends instead of phoning them.

So what is in it for eBay? They already have 157 million

users worldwide, of which 10 million are UK based.

The idea is to let eBay users click on a button and

speak direct to the seller free of charge anywhere in the

world. I am not too sure about the wisdom of that idea,

but it is certain to raise the awareness of internet

telephony. That could lead to what the Times described

as a “stampede for cheap calls over the internet”.

Watch out BT and others!

(I am so convinced that I will be writing about Skype

again that I have entered “skyping” words into my

Word Dictionary!)

“Skyping”
You may recall my article in the April 2005 edition on internet telephony and in particular

www.skype.com. The press reported on the 13th September that eBay, the internet - auctions giant 

has bought Skype for £2.2 billion. The front cover of the Economist magazine on the 17th September

has a banner haedline: “How the internet killed the phone business” and points out that the purchase of

Skype by eBay signals the coming-of-age of internet telephonya technology that will destroy the phone

business. it suggests that “the acquisition by eBay of Skype is a helpful reminder to the world’s trillion-

dollar telecoms industry that all phone calls will eventually be free”.

www.skype.com
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Can You Afford to Lose Everything
on Your PC?

Art ic le
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Legal Knowledge (Part 3)

Why do we expect our pcs to go on forever? 

One day, when we switch it on, it will fail – just

like our car, our washing machine or any other

electrical equipment. PCs are no different. They

have a shelf life. Like all good old bangers, they

can go on for years, causing little or no hassle,

and be very low maintenance… but it will

eventually fail you. If you have stuff on

your PC which is important to you –

you need to make provision for the

day when your beloved PC dies.

So, boring though the subject is,

backups are a pain, but they are also essential

and like many things, they are only really useful

when your PC crashes, and you face losing

everything you have ever put on it.

How to backup your pc?
This doesn’t have to be as sophisticated as

backing up the server. The very least you should

be doing is, if possible , putting copies of any

documents or personal information  onto a

removable device such as a CD or USB pen

drive*.

This should be done at least once a month. In

this way, should the worst happen – then at least

you have something to go back to.

* For those that are unfamiliar with this little

device, you can buy them from PC World, Dixons,

Amazon and other retail outlets. They are all

small (handbag sized ladies), and you plug them

into the USB port in your pc and copy files onto

them in the same way as you might save or move

files on your PC. The amount that these devices

can store varies (the higher the number of Mb

the more it will hold – and Gb size is even

bigger) and prices do vary considerably so can be

worth shopping around for.

This month Ed Thornbury talks about that pain-in-the-neck, 
haven’t-got-time-for task of backing up your PC

A little knowledge can be dangerous. However, a better understanding of some of the legal
words and phrases used by the profession can help make the job easier.

Ad hoc A Latin phrase meaning “for this particular purpose” (an ad hoc 

committee is a committee set up to study a particular problem).

Obiter Dicta A Latin phrase meaning “things which are said in passing”: Part of a 

judgment which is not essential to the decision of the judge and does 

not create a precedent (the singular is obiter dictum).

Res Ipsa Locuitur A Latin phrase meaning “the matter speaks for itself”: A situation where

the facts seem to be so obvious, that it is for the defendant to prove 

he or she was not negligent rather than for the claimant to prove 

his or her claim.

Residuary Estate 1. The estate of a dead person which has not been bequeathed in 

his Will.

2. What remains of an estate after the debts have been paid and 

bequests have been met.

Traverse Seriatim Traverse is a noun meaning “denial in pleading by one side in a case 

that the facts alleged by the other side are correct”. Seriatim means 

“one after the other in order”. The phrase Traversed seriatim is used in 

pleadings to avoid having to deny each and every allegation.

These definitions are from the “Dictionary of Law: 4th edition” published by A&C Black and
priced at £9.99. For more information and to order at a 10% discount, visit
www.acblack.com/reference.
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1. Why did you
become a clerk?
Originally I thought of
becoming a Chef –
but soon realised I
would not make good
money at it. I spoke to
Celia Monksfield
[without my father
knowing] who gave
me good advice.

2. Who has been the
greatest influence
on your career?
I don’t have to say it
but it happens to be
true – my father Brian
who clerked for 45 
years. He has been my
inspiration. Over the
years he saw it all.

3. What was your
first clerking job
and how much were you paid?
1986 at 24 Old Buildings paid £5,000 pa.

4. Who do you admire the most in the
profession – as a clerk – counsel?
Don Calverley at 24 Old Buildings even though he
sacked me after 6 months saying I would never
make it as a clerk!

5. What has been your worst moment in
Chambers?
I was very young at the time. Doing a “Harvey
Smith” sign to a member of Chambers who turned
to see the gesture. I got such a bollocking.

6. What was your proudest
moment in Chambers?
Taking over from my father as
Senior Clerk in 2004 and taking
HH Judge John Dixon to the
House of Lords to be sworn in.

7. What is the best aspect
of the job?
Running a busy and happy
chambers with a sense of
humour.

8. What is the worst
aspect of the job?
Dealing with the LSC – their
payment errors drive me mad.

9. What winds you up?
The excuses for non-payment of
fees by Solicitors – are they
taught them at University?

10. What calms you down?
Cup of fresh coffee which our

Junior clerk knows exactly when to bring in.

11. Hobbies?
Taking my CBR 600 Sports motor bike to the limit.
(Editor: I think he meant speed limit?!).

12. Favourite drink?
Freshly ground dark roast coffee.

13. Favourite food?
Indian.

14. So what makes a clerk tick?
Being confident, professional and diplomatic – all
at the same time. Must be forceful whilst working
in a friendly environment.

“What makes a clerk tick?”
I was pleased to speak to Tim Wheeler of Harcourt Buildings Chambers. I used to send work to

his father Brian when I was in private practice more years ago than I care to remember.
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NEW Caption Competition...
...Win a bottle of champagne

Take a look at the photograph below
recently shot in the Temple.

The Competition is to suggest a
suitable newspaper banner
headline appropriate to go with
the picture.

To enter the competition, just email your
banner headline to the Editor at
jrobertmoss@hotmail.com

Best entry wins a bottle of champagne.
Editor’s decision is final.

Pictured right is Tim Tarring of Littleton Chambers
receiving his bottle of champagne for winning the
Football Caption Competition in August.

Competition winner

I said play up front - not give the
centre back a wedgie!
Tim Tarring, Littleton Chambers.

Caption Winner
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NatWest Legal Centre - the Bank for Barristers and Barristers’ Clerks

NatWest Bank welcomes enquiries from Barristers Clerks around the UK. The unique way that Barristers and Barristers’ Clerks 

operate is always taken into account when dealing with NatWest’s specialist Legal Centre, right in the heart of Legal London.

Telephone: 020 7353 7627 and speak directly to Bob Crowther, Business Development Manager.

Email: bob.crowther@natwest.com or natwestlegalcentre@natwest.com

Fax: 020 7583 5679 DX: 231 London, Chancery Lane
NatWest Legal Centre, Law Courts, Temple Bar , 217 Strand, London, WC2R 1AR

National Westminster Bank PLC Registered in England No 929027. Registered Office: 135 Bishopsgate, London, EC2M 3UR

Staff  Matters
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Important Issues - (continued from page 12)

Returning to Work
By Martin Poulter

Chambers People is finding that there is a
growing trend for young barristers’ clerks to go
off and have a gap year in their middle 20’s,
especially if they did not have a gap year after
they left school. This is leading to opportunities
for movement among clerks and support staff
which would otherwise not have been created. It
also means that a number of candidates are
coming back to the profession after a gap year
and/or overseas travel, who are refreshed, relaxed
and looking for work. Often these people are
able to offer experience gained in other
employment while they have been away too. All
in all, these candidates are welcome, as we often
have a demand for temporary or contract clerks
in chambers, to cover for sickness and/or
maternity/paternity leave. With the clerking
positions, in particular, being increasingly
computer operations, if the candidate has had
appropriate training on either Meridian or

Inquisitalaw previously, they can often find
employment again quickly, sometimes on a
temporary to permanent basis in chambers. The
system of operating in most sets of chambers is
now so similar because of the computer systems,
that is does not matter so much whether a junior
member of staff has had previous relevant
experience gained in that chambers – they soon
are able to pick up the diary management again
on their return to the clerks’ room. Fees clerks are
constantly in demand, so if someone has that
experience as well as diary management
experience to offer, they are more likely to get a
return to work more quickly.

Chambers People offers staff recruitment,
training, and other consultancy services to
chambers across the UK. Contact Martin Poulter
on 020 7242 2401 for further information of
services provided.

Date for your 2006 Diary

D
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S

Don’t miss it!

Saturday 4th March 2006.
The IBC Annual Conference ~ Bridgewater Hall Manchester

“When the going gets tough – the tough get going”



Are you Prepared 
for a major disaster?

Do you use tape backup? THINK AGAIN!

1. In the event of the need for a replacement server, say after a fire, you 
would need (or your service providers would need) to get hold  of an identical 
or compatible tape drive in order to perform a recovery onto an identical server.

2. Recovery is serial and lengthy, meaning that a complete recovery could take 
several days and it is not easy to get individual files from the tape (say an urgent 
document) as the tape needs to ‘seek’ files by going from one end to the other.

3. In the event of serious disruption to many chambers in the inns (for instance a 
terrorist ‘dirty bomb’) you and a lot of others in the inns would be denied access 
to chambers.  The risk here is that your service providers would not be able to 
cope with a widespread demand for recovery services and you could end up 
waiting for weeks to get access to your information again.

4. Tapes run overnight, they only ever have yesterday’s information, at best.

Another area for concern is E-mail, it is often ignored in backup policies,
when, actually it is the most immediate and effective use of communication
by your staff and members.  Losing e-mail services in the short-term can be

more damaging than losing fee-billing software.

SOLUTIONS
We can provide fully functioning backup e-mail servers running 24/7 for as little as £39 per

week this includes all installation and configuration work for up to 100 mailboxes,
you will be able to access your mailboxes from any pc anywhere in the world. Our mail

servers often use different server software to prevent targeted software attacks and viruses
bringing down both your main and backup systems.

We can provide fully functioning backup application servers for as little as 
£79 per week you will be able to access your backup from any 

Windows XP Professional PC anywhere in the world

Call Chris Billing NOW on 07957 432707 e-mail chrisb@ukbis.com

Chambers Software + Support + Hardware + Wireless Networking + Consultancy +
Broadband Installation + Remote Access + Advice + People who can help!

St. Mary's Close, Wroxham, Norwich, NR12 8SG

Plastic Mail Bags For The Legal Profession
• Designed by a Lawyer
• Used by Law firms & Chambers
• Suitable for bulk papers
• Cost effective

• Standard Size - Takes 2 full ring binders of papers
• Large Size - Takes 2 full lever arch files
• Extra Large Size - Even bigger and stronger

All prices attract VAT currently at 17.5%

Delivered in boxes of 250

Personalised Mail Bags
• Printed with your design logo and text - Ask for details

FAX ORDERS AND REQUESTS TO MAILPAC ON: 0151 355 9165
ORDER BY 3pm FOR NEXT WORKING DAY DELIVERY FREE OF CHARGE

PRICE 
PER BOX

Standard
Large
Extra Large
Larger Orders

1 BOX

£48.75
£53.75
£56.25
Price on

Application

2 BOXES

£43.87
£48.37
£50.62
Price on

Application

3-5 BOXES

£42.66
£47.03
£49.22
Price on

Application

5+ BOXES

£41.43
£45.69
£47.81
Price on

Application

BAG SIZE NO. OF BOXES ORDER VALUE

CHAMBERS NAME CONTACT NAME E-MAIL ADDRESS SIGNATURE

MAILPAC IS A TRADING NAME OF JAR HOLDINGS LIMITED, № 10 THE TECHNOLOGY CENTRE ELLESMERE PORT CHESHIRE CH65 3EN
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Corporate Identity

Creative Design for Print

Printing

Promotional Point of Sale

Photography

Packaging Design

Large Format Display Material

PR & Copywriting

Web Design

Illustration

The Old Chapel, Manchester Road, Carrington Village, Manchester, M31 4BL
T: 0161 777 6000   F: 0161 777 6060   E: chdesign@globalnet.co.uk
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Everybody knows the problems facing those who
specialise in crime at the Bar and the continuous
battle they have with the Government on fees.

But there may be some good news affecting the
other half of the equation
– the number of Briefs.
After all, if crime is not
committed at the beginning
of the production line, you
can’t have the Crown Court
Trial at the other end. So
what is the potential good
news?  

It’s the new Licensing
legislation due to take
effect November this year.
According to one report,
the new pub laws will increase cases of murder,
rape, physical assault and domestic violence, as
well as drink driving related offences. Scotland
Yard has published their study on the likely
effects of the new drinking laws which concludes
that longer drinking hours “will lead to an
explosion of disorder on the streets”. Violent
crime that results in a Crown Court Trial is bread
and butter to Counsel.

So whilst on the subject of drinking, how will
your local pub react to the new laws?  And will
you change your drinking habits?

Take the Seven Stars pub on Carey Street, behind
the Royal Courts. A traditional pub often visited
by those involved in the legal profession. Small
and cosy in the winter, but at its best on a
summer’s evening, as everyone spontaneously

spills across Carey Street,
resting jugs of beer on top
of the low stone walls that
protect the RCJ. The
atmosphere is particularly
good between 5.30pm and
8.30pm on a weekday
evening. But by 9.30pm it
is often "dead" if not
actually shut. The same
can be said for many of the
pubs around the temple.

I can’t see the new
legislation changing anything at the Seven Stars
(or is that just my wishful thinking as I get
older?!). Most of us do have a home to go to.

What about your favourite watering hole?  Do
they expect you to change your drinking habits,
or will they just change their opening hours
anyway?  And if they do change, will you take
advantage?

Whatever you choose to do, take care not to
become a victim of the increased crime, or even
worse, become another violent crime statistic
without a job.

Pub Laws
If Counsel’s income, particularly for bulk work, is a simple formula based on the number of
Briefs multiplied by the standard fees applicable, then it doesn’t take a genius to work out
that if the fees per case go down, Counsel needs to take on more Briefs for his or her
earnings just to stand still.
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Important Issues - Updated

Holiday Entitlement

Appointments
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By Martin Poulter

Chambers People carried out a survey of many
chambers earlier this year to find out what the
average entitlement was for holidays, apart from
the statutory 20 days per annum (excluding
public holidays).

The result of the survey was that of the 50 or so
chambers that responded to the survey, the vast
majority of Junior staff in chambers, whether they
were clerks or administration staff, with up to 5
years service receive only 20 days per annum.

A majority (over 70% of chambers surveyed) of
Senior Staff with over 5 years service now enjoy
25 days per annum. Of the Senior Clerks that
responded, about 45% now have 30 days per
annum entitlement.

Some chambers give an extra day holiday
entitlement for every year of service over 5 years,
up to a maximum of 25 days, for Junior Staff in
particular.

Length of Notice on Termination of Contract

Chambers People clients often ask about the
typical notice period for registered candidates
being selected for positions in chambers, as they
want to know about the time scale between
advertising a vacancy, selection, and someone
starting in post.

It appears that most chambers staff will have a
calendar month notice period, but in a minority of
cases, staff have a three month notice period in
their contract. In the experience of Chambers
People, this is not always operated in practice, but

it has the effect of preventing some candidates
being selected for a post, when the vacancy has
to be filled quickly. Some chambers have
negotiated a three month period with a member
of staff, because they are highly though of, and
may be difficult to replace. But it can become like
a lead weight and prevent the person moving on
when they want to.

Chambers People can advise candidates and
client chambers about the standard form for staff
employment contracts if required.

(continued on page 21)

4 BRICK COURT CHAMBERS
Temple 

London EC4Y 9AD
DX: LDE 491

E-mail:clerks@4bc.co.uk
Tel. (020) 7832 3200
Fax. (020) 7797 8929

Fees Clerk
4 Brick Court Chambers is a successful set at present with 35 members principally practising in Family, along
with work in Crime, Civil and Immigration matters. We are currently seeking accreditation in BARMARK as well
as Investors In People.

A new post has arisen for a fees clerk to join our busy clerk’s team. Past experience would be advantageous, as
would an understanding of Meridian Law.

Main duties include:

n Billing Private fees and Family Graduated Cases.
n Liaising with solicitors concerning the aged debts of members
n Data entry to analyse billing, receipts and patterns of income.
n To assist the Managing Clerk and the other clerks as required by performing general 

clerking duties.

In return for which the salary will be negotiable dependant upon experience, the successful applicant will start
on 23 days holiday per annum (plus Bank Holidays).

The successful candidate should be a team player, efficient, reliable with a professional outgoing and courteous
manner.

4 Brick Court promotes Equal Opportunities

The closing date for applications is 7th October with an expectation that the new team member
will start in mid November.

For further details, job description and application form, please contact Neil Monro, Practice Manager 
at the above address.
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BARRISTERS CLERK
FULL TIME – MONDAY to FRIDAY

8.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m.

Owing to our recent expansion and increasing workload 
KCH Barristers are seeking to recruit an experienced clerk of

up to three years experience to join our existing clerking team.
You will ideally have experience of both family and civil 

cases, but we would consider a candidate with experience in
only one of these fields.

The salary and other benefits offered will be commensurate
with the level of your experience.

You will need a friendly personality and want to work in a
professional environment providing a quality service.  

We are an equal opportunities employer.

Please e-mail, telephone or write for an application form to:
Geoff Rotherham - Senior Clerk

E-mail: grotherham@kch.co.uk      Tel: 0115 9418851

KCH Barristers
King Charles House 

Standard Hill 
Nottingham NG1 6FX
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Special  Feature 
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Working in partnership with 1 Pump Court, and
in discussion with the Legal Services Commission,
Formation Software has developed an innovative
new time-saving tracking solution for Family
Graduated Fee Scheme applications.

The breakthrough monitoring system for Claim 5
forms has been incorporated  within the
company’s InQuisita Law chambers management
system.

With automatically generated tracking letters
forwarded with claims paperwork to the LSC,
acknowledgement of receipt of documents is
prompted. Evidence is therefore provided that
paperwork has been received which means that 
original signatures are no longer required should
forms go astray.

Commenting on the new process and its benefits
to Chambers, Brian Mitchell, Senior Fees Clerk at
1 Pump Court said:

“All parties have been delighted with
the success of the automated tracking
letter initiative. With no
acknowledgement from the LSC that
Claim 5 forms had been received, the
onus was on Chambers to trace the
status of applications. If paperwork
had gone missing, complete sets of
documents had to be created which

was a lengthy and extremely
challenging process as SIPs forms had
to be returned to the Court to be 
re-sealed and signed.

“1 Pump Court has used Formation
Software’s InQuisita Law chambers
management solution for over a year
and has found that the company shares
a progressive, proactive approach to
business. As a result, a system of
standardised paperwork completed by
the LSC on receipt of a claim to
indicate status has been devised as a
standard feature for all users of
InQuisita Law. Tracking letters are
automatically generated indicating
that forms have been received and are
being processed for payment. Benefits
of the new system include increased
efficiency for Chambers and faster
receipt of payments.”

The new Claim 5 automated tracking letter
solution was initially used for forms from the
LSC’s North East region. It has since expanded to
encompass London claims and roll out is planned
to all UK regions.

Formation Software is delighted to confirm that
the Family Graduated Fee Revised Scheme and 

InQuisita Law ‘Claim 5’ Tracking 
Breakthrough Provides Major Benefits to Chambers

Claim 5 Version 5 changes were incorporated into
InQuisita Law and released ahead of schedule.
These revisions followed the Lord Chancellor’s
review of the scheme after its first 18 months of
operation.

Intuitive and Integrated

Formation Software’s InQuisita Law Chambers
Management System offers advanced
functionality for legal diary and billing
applications. The solution is an intuitive, fully 
integrated group of advanced on-line tools that
has been developed to help maximise 
chambers’ business efficiency.

Designed from the ground-up in collaboration
with a wide range of users to anticipate the 
changing and increasingly demanding needs of 
a modern chambers, InQuisita Law 

delivers a fast, flexible and comprehensive
chambers management solution.

Key features of InQuisita Law include:

adaptability – the solution adapts to ask
only for the data required;

flexibility – any document type can be
attached;

billing benefits – structures can be defined
to control/automate appointments;

fee notes can be automatically generated
and the customised diary is fast and easy
to use.

For more details of the InQuisita Law Chambers
Management System Tel: 0116 225 2000 or visit

www.inquisita.com


